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LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Manor Courts

Throughout the Middle Ages Kelmscott inhabitants, as tenants of Bradwell Odyngsell manor, were
presumably required to attend the manor court and annual view of frankpledge, both of which were
held probably in Broadwell, as later.1 In 1600 Bradwell Cirencester manor court demanded
payment of a horse as relief for a freehold in Kelmscott still belonging to the manor,2 but though
courts for all three Broadwell manors continued until the 1670s or later, granting copyhold lands
and issuing field orders, Kelmscott seems by then to have largely fallen outside their jurisdiction,
presumably because most Kelmscott holdings had by then become detached from the manors and
were freely held.3 Some or all tenants owed suit at the hundred court also: in 1279 the owner of a
large freehold in Kelmscott was to attend the twice-yearly view at Bampton,4 and in the 17th
century Kelmscott representatives still attended an annual view or lawday in Broadwell held by the
lord of Bampton's steward, usually in September or October, at which they reported infringements
of manorial custom. In 1668 the view set fines for any Kelmscott inhabitants allowing unringed
pigs to stray, and in 1672 it ordered repair of a drainage ditch, while in 1671 it seems to have
elected a tithingman for Kelmscott. The courts continued until possibly the early 19th century.5

Parish Government

In other respects Kelmscott seems from an early date to have governed itself as an independent
parish, presumably through a vestry or similar assembly, although no evidence survives before the
1840s.6 By the early 16th century the township had two churchwardens, assisted in the late 16th
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century by a sidesman,7 and in the mid 17th century it had its own constable and overseer and
administered its own poor relief.8 Open-field agriculture was presumably also regulated through a
township assembly, since surviving court rolls make no mention of it. During the mid and late 19th
century the vestry met in the church usually in March and April, occasionally adjourning to a nearby
farmhouse or, after 1874, to the newly built school. It appointed two overseers, two poor-rate
assessors and collectors, and two surveyors of highways (later replaced by a waywarden), and still
nominated a constable, besides levying occasional rates and overseeing repair of the church and
footpaths.9 By then there was a single churchwarden, of whom most were leading farmers serving
sometimes for several decades.10 No parish property is recorded, the officers' income coming
solely from parish rates.11

Under the Local Government Act of 1894 Kelmscott became part of the newly formed Witney rural
district,12 its vestry being succeeded by a parish meeting with more limited powers, which met
annually at first in the school, from the 1920s in the village hall, and from 1935 in the newly built
Morris Memorial Hall. It appointed two overseers until 1924, and among other functions liaised
with outside bodies over planning and facilities. Annual or twice-yearly meetings continued in the
early 21st century, when Kelmscott also retained two churchwardens.13 In 1974 the civil parish
became part of West Oxfordshire district.14
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